
DAKSHIN HARYANA BIJLI VITRAN NIGAM LTD. 

      Sales Circular No.D-25/2006 
From  
  The General Manager/Commercial, 
  DHBVNL, Hisar 
 
To   
  All CEs(OP)/SEs(OP)/XENs(OP)/SDOs(OP),  
  JE-I Incharge Sub Office in DHBVNL. 
 
  Memo No.Ch-25 SE/C R-16/116/2004.    

Dated:   4/7/2006 
 
Subject:- Shifting of Industrial connection from one site to another due to 

technical constraints. 
 

Detailed instructions were issued vide sales circular No.D-22/2004 

dated 9.4.2006 to allow shifting of industrial connections from one site to another 

in the event of acquisition of land by HUDA/other state Govt. Agencies under land 

Acquisition Act. 

Chamber of Commerce of Industries/Associations/Industrial 

consumers have represented to allow shifting of industrial connection on technical 

constraints also viz. where the existing system can not take up the extension of 

load intended to be applied. 

The matter has been considered and the Nigam has decided to allow 

shifting of industrial connection from one site to another due to technical 

constrains subject to the following conditions:- 

1. Shifting of industrial connection will be permitted to another 

location within the jurisdiction of DHBVNL and in the same name 

with same sanctioned load, subject to the condition that the 

infrastructure at new location can take up additional load. 

2. The expenditure incurred on account of dismantlement at the 

existing premises will be borne by the consumer. 



3. The consumer desirous of shifting will apply on A&A form afresh 

alowingwith application processing charges as per Sales Circular 

No.33/2005.  It is open to the consumer either to get refund the 

consumption security of existing connection and deposit the 

security for new connection or get adjusted the existing security 

towards shifted connection. 

4. The consumer will have no right for the shifting of connection to 

the new site, if the loading conditions of the system do not permit 

shifting. 

5. Sawmills, veneer and plywood industries shall take permission 

from Central empowered committee before applying for the 

shifting. 

6. Shifting will be allowed only after obtaining NOC from Local 

Bodies and Pollution Board, if applicable. 

 

The above instructions should be brought to the notice of all 

concerned for careful and meticulous compliance. 

 

 

        S.E./Commercial, 
        For G.M./Commercial, 
        DHBVN, Hisar. 
 


